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Dr. Rong Chang is Member of IBM Academy of Technology at the
IBM T.J. Watson Research Center, leading in-market R&D on API-
defined IoT Cloud services. He has won one IEEE Best Paper Award,
has received five IBM corporate-level Outstanding Technical
Achievement Awards, currently holds over 30 patents, and has published
more than 40 refereed technical papers in the field of Internet-based

distributed services computing.

Dr. Chang is Associate Editor-in-Chief of the IEEE Transactions on Services Computing
and Editor-in-Chief of the International Journal of Cloud Computing. He is on the
Steering Committee of 2016 IEEE Symposium on Edge Computing. In conferences that
are financially sponsored by the IEEE Technical Committee on Services Computig
(TCSVC), he has assumed the role of General Chair of IEEE World Congress on
Services (2015 & 2016), General Chair (CLOUD), Program Chair (CLOUD, ICWS, MS),
Application & Industry Track Chair (CLOUD & SCC), and Award Chair (ICWS & SCC).

Dr. Chang received his Ph.D. degree in computer science & engineering from the
University of Michigan at Ann Arbor in 1990 and his B.S. degree in computer
engineering from the National Chiao Tung University in Taiwan in 1982. Before joining
IBM in 1993, he was with Bellcore researching on B-ISDN based context-aware personal
ubiquitous application services. He is Distinguished Engineer of ACM. He holds an ITIL
Foundation Certificate in IT Services Management and one Micro MBA certificate.

Position Statement
I am the current TCSVC Chair. I seek reappointment during a historic global industry
metamorphosis fueled by IoT-enabled services computing innovations. During my tenure
as Chair, the number of active members has grown from about 230 to over 850. Two
prestigious awards have also been established: one for outstanding leadership and the
other for research innovation. Member communication and publication needs have been
served better within budget via TCSVC’s social media channels, TCSVC financially-
sponsored international conferences, and TCSVC endorsed journals.

If I have the honor of serving as the TCSVC chair for another term, I will continue my
efforts to foster cross-disciplinary collaboration of services computing professionals and
to increase the number of industrial services computing themes by exploiting better open
industrial data & services, open service-API benchmarks, and open-source service tools
& frameworks. Although datacenter-centric services computing technologies have
advanced dramatically in the past two years, the promise of IoT-enabled disruptive
cyberphysical services calls for a new generation of services computing technologies that
can better monitor and optimize the physical world. That demand cannot be fulfilled
without sufficient collaboration among a diverse group of services computing
professionals. I appreciate your support for my reappointment.


